
THE AUSTRALIAN 
WAY TO BUILD

Explore modern architectural designs and interesting wall styles in fashionable paint colours.



DON’T BE 
ANOTHER BRICK  
IN THE WALL
Designed to stylishly brace timber 
frames, Scyon Walls are the antidote  
to dull cosmetic brick veneer.

The advanced cement composite of Scyon™ Walls can 
easily be gun-nailed to timber or screwed to steel frames.  
Scyon Walls are a faster and more modern way to achieve  
a resilient Australian home that oozes personality and style.

Most brick homes are 
simply clad in brick 
veneer while a timber 
frame provides the  
real structure.



Bricks and cavities can reduce  
the floor space of a three bedroom  
home by up to 10 square metres.

Unlike brick veneer, Scyon™  Walls maximise floor  
space in renovations and new builds by allowing the  
frame to be positioned at the outer edge of the footings. 

SOAK UP THE 
OPEN SPACE

Imagine gaining enough 
space for an extra toilet, 
walk-in wardrobe or study 
nook by simply choosing 
smarter materials. 



Left: 325mm  
Stria™ Cladding

Right: 405mm  
Stria™ Cladding



Like our lifestyle, the Australian 
way to build embraces the open air, 
warming sun and ocean breeze. 

Unlike Europe, where sub-zero temperatures have 
created a legacy of heavyweight masonry traditions,  
our climate liberates us from the need to build  
cave-like homes.

The use of lighter, modern building materials like 
Scyon™ Walls provides design freedom to make  
the most of our mild climate – revealing beautiful  
views and gardens.

BUILD HOW 
YOU LIVE



133mm Axon™ Cladding

See 400mm &  
Wood Grain styles at 
scyonwalls.com.au



KEEP YOUR  
OPTIONS OPEN
Scyon™ Walls make possible design options that 
heavyweight construction can only dream of. 
Floating walls, overhangs, outdoor living areas and gravity-defying 
features like shade windows and cantilevers can create homes with 
countless personalities.

Once whites and greys are used to accentuate and recede features,  
materials like wood can add warmth to covered areas.



MIX THINGS UP
Like our choice of outfit, we express ourselves  
with the mix of materials and colour in our home.  
By avoiding monotonous colours and materials, we transform  
our home into an interesting multi-chaptered story – delighting  
owners and passers-by alike. Homes, like those below that are  
broken down by expressive choices, earn themselves  
a distinctive street presence.

Upper level: 325mm Stria™ Cladding 

Lower level: Matrix™ Cladding

For product warranties of up to  
25 years and paint warranties up  
to 15 years, visit scyonwalls.com.au





Left: 150mm  
Linea™ Weatherboard

Right: Axent™  
Window Trim



RE-INVENT  
A CLASSIC
Build with materials that bridge  
the divide between varied tastes.

Weatherboard charms beach houses and country 
cottages Australia-wide. California Bungalows  
form stunning counterpoints to more modern  
uses of weatherboard.

Renowned for protecting Australian homes,  
Scyon™ Walls are perfectly offset by Axent™ Trim. 



Build a contemporary 
home or give your 
renovation a modern twist 
with Matrix™ cladding



FINDERS ARE 
SEEKERS
Having the freedom to explore different 
looks means our homes best reflect us.

Matrix™ cladding has as many application options  
as it does personalities. Whether it’s the staggered  
joint effect or the geometric gridded look you’re after,  
there’s a Matrix configuration to match.  



JUST ADD WATER
Because bathrooms are constantly  
drenched in water, the right protection  
is key to their longevity. 

Scyon™ Secura™ Interior Floors provide a reliable, durable and 
water-resistant foundation for bathroom floor coverings. 

Inspired by the unforgiving conditions outside, Secura harnesses  
the toughest elements of Australia’s rugged landscape to provide  
the most solid of underfoot bases.



STRENGTH  
LIES BENEATH 
THE SURFACE

Durability can hinge on what you  
don’t see.

Scyon™ Secura™ Exterior Floors are the ultimate lighter 
weight alternative for outdoor flooring underlay. 

This choice minimises weight on balconies and  
cantilevers, preserving water resistance and providing 
protection from the harsh Australian elements.



Scyon ™ is a brand of James Hardie Technology Limited. For additional installation information, warranties & warnings, visit scyonwalls.com.au or call 13 11 03. 
© 2015 James Hardie Australia Pty Ltd ABN 12084635558. ™ and ® denote a trademark owned by James Hardie Technology Limited.

Learn more about the Australian way to build  
 and inspire your own style at:

scyonwalls.com.au


